
Calculation Meeting
Year 2

+  - x  ÷
How  do we solve problems?





Aims of the workshop

-For you to have a clear understanding of the 
methods we teach and why we teach them.



Year 2 maths curriculum 

The national curriculum is broken down into the following sections:

- Number and place value

- Addition and subtraction

- Multiplication and division

- Fractions

- Measurement

- Properties of shapes

- Position and direction

- Statistics  



These are the 
National 

Curriculum 
statements for 
addition and 

subtraction, and 
multiplication and 

division. 



The road to problem solving

Each year we want to build on the children’s ability to problem solve and reason 
mathematically. In order to solve equations/problems these 4 areas are hugely important. 

Place value

Understanding

Number sense

Methods



Number Sense

Number sense skills allow children to work with numbers.  

- Understanding concepts like more and less

- Understanding numbers have an order – stable order principle  

- Understanding a number is a symbol for an amount

- Being able to compare amounts/numbers 

Understanding

Children need to be able to understand what the question is asking them to 
do. 

- Understand the mathematical symbols - + = x ÷

- Make the link between the symbol and concept, for example + means the 
number will become greater because we are adding/combining. 



Place Value

Understanding that each number represents an amount. Especially 
important when using double and triple digit numbers.

- Understanding how many ones, tens or hundreds are in a 

number. 

- Good place value knowledge will allow children to break 

down equations and problems into manageable chunks.  

Methods

Children need a variety of methods at their disposal. 



Barriers to learning
What might be getting in the way?

• Understanding what a number is representing

• Counting on/back from a given number

• The ability to order numbers

• Knowing 1 more and 1 less

• Knowing 10 more 10 less

• Understanding place value – 100s, 10s and 1s

• Understanding the language – addition, subtract, minus, less etc. 



CPA Approach
We use the CPA approach to teach different methods of problem solving.  

CPA stands for: Concrete, Pictorial and Abstract 



Addition

Methods we teach

- Number lines

- 100 squares

- Partitioning – Breaking down

- Counting on

- Cubes

- Drawings Bar models
Whole part models



Addition – Number lines

• Start from the first number

• Work out how many jumps you need to do

• The answer is the number you land on

• Extend to jumps of 10 then `1



Addition – 100 squares

• Find the first number of the equation                      14+3=17

• Second number is how many jumps you do

• Land on your answer

• Misconceptions/barriers to learning linked to number 

Sense:

- Not being able to recognise and find a number 

- Counting the wrong way

- 100 squares can be misleading



Addition – 100 squares

• When adding a number that has tens – Do a jump down, then count on. 

• 15+22=37



Addition using concrete and pictorial representations 

• Cubes, tens and ones, numicon, drawings, whole part models, bar models

• All of these give clear visual representations of numbers

• Whole part and bar models show how two amounts can create a total



Addition – Using place value and partitioning
• Break the number down into 10s and 1s. 

• Make the equation easier. 

• Draw pictorials to aid with understanding. 

• Common misconception is to count the 10s as a 1 or vice versa. 

45+23=

40+20=60

5+3=8

60+8=68

45+3=48

48+20=68



Other methods

•Finding a 10        4+3+6= 10 + 3 = 13

•Near 10s           19+6=

10



Subtraction

•Much the same as addition but backwards.

•Children must understand that subtraction will decrease the 
value of our amount. 

•Key language –subtract, minus, take away, less than, fewer



Subtraction with a number line
- Start from greatest number
- Work out how many jumps backwards you will be doing
- Do your jumps 
- The answer is the number you land on. 



Subtraction using a 100 square

Exactly the same as before but going backwards



Subtraction using drawings

•Draw the total or first number

•Cross out how many we are subtracting



Subtraction using place value and partitioning 
• Use place value to make the equation easier. 

• Take away the ones first then 10s – Or the other way around depending on 
which they find best.

28-14=                               

28-4=24

24-10=14



Subtraction equations like the one below are the toughest to grasp. The ones are greater in the second number so children cannot draw lines and dots 
then cross out without a 10 into 10 1s converting. 
The two methods we teach are,
1. Subtract the ones or 10s first, then the other
2. Convert a ten into 10 ones – This gives a clear visual representation of how column method works. 

2.

In the Summer term if the children are ready we will being to teach simple column method to prepare for Year 3. 

Subtraction

1. 

34-27= 

34-7=27

27-20=7



Multiplication

• ‘Groups of’ or ‘lots of’ the same number. 

• Can be represented as an array, repeated addition or by drawing groups using 
dots and circles (Linked to division). 

• Understanding it is commutative (the numbers 

can be moved or swapped around)

• Counting in multiples – 3x5=15

Repeated addition  4+4+4+4+4+4=24



Division

• Sharing a number into groups.

• Share the greater number.

• Smaller number – that’s how many groups you’ll have.

6÷2=3

Link division to 

multiplication by 

creating an array and 

thinking about the 

number sentences that can be created. 

E.g. 15÷3=5, 15÷5=3, 5x3=15, 3x5=15 

 



Division with remainders

What equations could 
you write from this 

investigation?



Extra learning

•KIRF homework – Sent home each half term to 
reinforce quick recall facts to support learning

•Mathletics – if you have not given consent for this, 
please get in touch with the school office

•Purple mash


